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Open your eyes daughter. Open your eyes and write and I shall show you things to come in this 
short span of your time. Justin Trudeau and Xi Jinping do you see how they are no longer as your 
world calls it “buddy buddy” for Xi has become angry at Justin Trudeau’s leaking of these 
hidden secret words to the public. Now Canada will have no other choice than to align with your 
now broken nations. Do you see it daughter? Do you see it? 
 
Yes, I do Jesus my love. 
 
This was necessary to establish Canada as your once great nation’s ally in the coming war. What 
do you see now daughter of mine with your eyes wide open? 
 

I see the face of Xi Jinping of China. He’s in a room with many other Chinese men with military 
uniforms. Green...olive green or something close in color. There is a meeting room. A strategy 
room I know it’s called. There are military men...high ranking I know somehow, but I see gray or 
blue uniforms on some. 
 

They are spreading out maps before Xi Jinping. Maps can’t be downloaded or leaked! He’s using 
maps to devise his plans. I see diagrams of tunnels and labyrinths. A vast networking of tunnels. 
Xi is pointing and talking. Now he’s listening to the advice of those nearby. I can see that he is 
considering what is being said as if weighing it thoroughly in his mind. 
 
I see more maps being laid out before him on the strategy table. It’s maps of electrical grids. 
Where is this? My eyes are searching but the language is written in Chines. I see Xi pick up a red 
marker and begin circling areas. He points to one of them and I know it is the first place on the 
map for whatever they’re planning. I can no make out the name on the map for it’s no longer in 
Chinese. For this particular name is Taipei. 
 
The grid maps are moved to the side and they are now looking at a map of the Asian area but 
also with the……... 
 
It’s a map of Taiwan and surrounding areas! He, Xi is now pointing to areas in the waters. Now 
on the land of Taiwan. I know somehow, he is finalizing his attack on Taiwan. I now see bombs 
going off in Taiwan! I see boats, ships, submarines and drones on the shorelines of this island. 
 

Now...now...now I see that I am in space. I’m behind the sun and the big gray rock is here, but 
it’s no longer spinning and held in one place. It once again begins moving toward the earth. 
When Father, when? 
 
I see soldiers as if dressed in Colonial style uniforms with their triangular style shaped hats like 
what the pictures of George Washington wore. But some are dressed in red coats, while others 
are dressed in blue. 
 
Civil war. I hear civil war. 



 
Can all this happen?  
 

I see bombs, missiles flying in an arch upon a displayed map of our world laid out suspended in 
the air. They are coming from different locations in Russia. They are heading toward 
us...America. They’re coming fast. 
 
Just before they begin hitting our soil, I see a bright light as if a Supernova flashed across the sky 
to the east. Now I see lights being pulled from the earth toward this great light. It happens so 
quickly then “whoosh” in an instant the great light and all the smaller lights from the earth are 
gone with it. The missiles and weapons then strike the earth below and mushroom clouds began 
forming everywhere one falls. 
 
Daughter now you see what is to come and befall your world. I cannot lie! I’ve got you in my 
hands. Thank you Jesus, my love. 
 
The attack on Taiwan….I see all of sudden a vision of a revolver type gun...black in color like a 
cowboy would shoot. I see the trigger is pulled back and released. I hear, “Taiwan is the trigger 
to this war of the world. 
 
Now I see a lighted room. I see a hand on a light switch plate. It is one of those with the wide 
button instead of the small narrow ones. The wall behind the switch is beige. The light switch is 
beige. I see a beautiful hand of power come from out of nowhere and takes and swipes his hand 
over the switch. As everything goes dark, I hear these words: 
 
Lights out for your nation of America, that great whore Babylon!  
 

Now it’s gone. 
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